
KBB business management software

EQ



Efficiently manage your KBB business 
in one place.

Manage all your shops and development projects  
in one efficient system. See – and act on – every  
step from sales through to installation, across 
numerous projects with ease.



Price, manage 
and order in 
one system. 

MAKE QUOTING EASY
Make pricing complex component based kitchens and 
bathrooms easy, with an intelligent system that uses a huge 
catalogue database to calculate exact quotes in minutes. Data 
experts constantly update the largest KBB catalogue range in 
the UK to ensure prices are always accurate.

ACCESS ACCURATE & ENRICHED CATALOGUES
Manage bulk orders, invoices and workforce in one system. 
When working across shops or big projects, you can make it 
easy for your team to see and work on their specific tasks, such 
as ordering or invoicing, by having them grouped together in one 
place.

CRM FOR KBB SPECIALISTS
Ensure that every project is managed smoothly with a CRM 
system designed for KBB retailers. Manage all your individual 
customer communications, designs and projects in one central 
tool that makes delivering projects easy.

Why EQ stands apart



PRICE, MANAGE AND ORDER IN ONE SYSTEM
Efficiently manage your kitchen or bathroom business in 
one place. From accurate pricing through to ordering and 
installation, EQ can handle it all with intelligent workflows that 
make organising your kitchen or bathroom busines s easier.

SIMPLIFY YOUR DAILY MANAGEMENT
Our tool breaks projects down into scheduled tasks, with 
automatic reminders to help you and your teams manage the 
day-to-day easily. An intuitive user interface makes it easy to 
find what you need and complete your jobs quickly. 

MAKE MANAGEMENT MOBILE
Organise installers and fitters with calendars and assembly 
plans that sync direct to their phones. Pick up emails and 
essential documents while on the road, with information 
available anywhere you take your smartphone. 

CENTRALISE YOUR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Manage bulk orders, invoices and workforce in one system. 
When working across shops or big projects, you can make  
it easy for your team to see and work on their specific tasks, 
such as ordering or invoicing, by having them grouped  
together in one place. 

How it helps you



GET IN TOUCH
Call: +44 (0)1509 611 677
Email: info.gb@compusoftgroup.com
Discover more: compusoftgroup.com/eq/

“We are very happy to be partnering EQ with its 
long-standing reputation for being the number 
one business management software provider 
to the bathroom industry. To now have our 
catalogues updated to the Supplier Plus program 
and all the additional benefits this package 
can provide, can only speed up the necessary 
‘retailing’ processes.”

 - STEVEN JAQUES

 PELLIPAL

“We are extremely happy to have EQ Software, 
as it makes quoting so much easier. I can save 
time as all the products are readily available and 
I don’t have to keep getting the large catalogue 
books out.”

 - ALEX LEE

 ALEX LEE KITCHENS
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